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An innova=ve tool to create 
construc=ve conversa=ons online



Open up a Dialogue
Dialogue is a user-friendly 
digital tool for public bodies 
to engage and involve people in 
the issues that maDer to them. 

It’s easy to use, for both 
organisa=ons and par=cipants: 
just set a challenge, invite  
ideas and see how the 
conversa=on unfolds.
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So what is it for?
It’s a different way of geMng people involved in 
issues that affect them. 

A place for openly discussing specific challenges as 
a group to get even beDer solu=ons. 

A way to eavesdrop on all the great ideas people 
have (in the pub, in community mee=ngs, in their 
homes, in their heads) in an open place.
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Boost engagement
Dialogue gives you another way 
to involve the public online.  

It makes it easy to run a 
structured exchange and get 
input on an issue in the open – 
a valuable addi=on to any 
engagement strategy.
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Refinement 
A plan is on the table, you’re 
considering tweaking the details 

ReacFve 
You’re providing informa=on for people 
to comment on 

ConsultaFve 
You want to collect responses/data 

Individual  
You want to get people’s personal 
input, a sample of what they currently 
think

Open-ended 
You’re star=ng from a rela=vely blank 

sheet of paper 

CreaFve 
You want to offer an ini=al prompt 

and see what people do with it 

ConversaFonal 
You want to interact with par=cipants 

CollaboraFve  
You want to get people talking to each 

other, persons building towards a 
consensus

Survey Dialogueor
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How it works



A simple process
Dialogue is set up for structured, open exchanges – 
helping create construc=ve conversa=on.

Set a topic 
Issue a specific 
challenge

Open it up 
Invite people to 
submit ideas

Listen 
Par=cipants submit 
ideas, and rate and 
comment on others’

Learn 
Analyse the 
input you’ve 
received
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Great results
Transparent, public discussion 
The process is visible to all par=cipants, building 
engagement and trust.

AcFonable ideas 
“Dialogue lets us hear ideas we just wouldn't get 
any other way” – Forestry Commission England.

Findings you can report on 
Get an automa=c public record of people’s input. 
Generate a full summary of results at any =me.
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The Five Rules
1. Set people a challenge they can win. We like to win. 

2. Put a structure in place so you can actually do 
something with the ideas. If you can’t - why are you asking 
for ideas? 

3. Make sure your challenge is focused enough that 
people can easily provide solu=ons. e.g. “How can we 
improve science?” will not work. 

4. Use appropriate language and be succinct.  

5. Promote your discussion every which way you can.
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Choice of challenge
Set up each Dialogue challenge 
the way you want it. The step-
by-step process is easy for 
anyone to use. 

Go open access for fully public 
conversa=ons, or choose to 
specify a par=cular audience – 
especially useful for internal 
engagement exercises.
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Some  
Examples



HMCTS: Internal ContribuFons

HM Courts & Tribunals Service 
(HMCTS) is commiDed to giving 
its employees different ways of 
expressing their views within 
their organisa=on. They use 
Dialogue to enable people to 
contribute ideas at any Fme. 
Some sugges=ons get quickly 
taken forward, giving staff 
genuine input in improving their 
place of work.
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https://hmctsgrowingideasthatmatter.dialogue-app.com/


NaFonal Assembly for Wales:  
Do you think prisoners should be allowed to vote in 
Welsh elec7ons?
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https://senedd.dialogue-app.com/do-you-think-prisoners-should-be-allowed-to-vote-in-welsh-elections/home?sort_order=most_comments


NaFonal Assembly for Wales:  
Do you think prisoners should be allowed to vote in 
Welsh elec7ons?
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NaFonal Assembly for Wales:  
Do you think prisoners should be allowed to vote in 
Welsh elec7ons?

“[Dialogue] encourages though3ul, considered debate more than 
a standard online survey or poll, and I have found it to also elicit 
respec3ul discussions, even when opinions are in conflict. 
Dialogue is also incredibly easy to understand (for users) and to 
extract and summarise the contribuCons (for officials).” 

- Welsh Assembly
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Isle of Man Government
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https://iomgov.dialogue-app.com/healthcare-review/home?sort_order=most_comments


Isle of Man Government
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Isle of Man Government



Hamilton City Council (NZ)
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https://yourideas.hamilton.govt.nz/safer-roads-safer-speeds-hamilton


What’s New



Two-click challenge creation
We've simplified & streamlined the process of seMng up 
a new challenge. 

Admin pages now =dier, cleaner and easier to use 
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Easier and faster to run 
challenges
In v3, the Challenge Dashboard makes it much 
easier to successfully manage and facilitate 
challenges. 

Instantly see how many ideas and comments 
you've received in all your challenges, and which 
challenges have had recent updates.  

At-a-glance metrics on the Dashboard help to 
guide and track key moderator tasks.
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Easier and faster to run 
challenges
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Outcomes with impact
New, aDrac=ve summary report presents all ideas, 
comments and other details in an easy-to-read, 
editable, .docx format.  

Full, one-click export of raw data for analysis and 
archiving



Outcomes with impact



More control
It's much simpler to control who can find and par=cipate in 
challenges.  

Fine-grained seMngs now let you decide how users can 
par=cipate in a challenge. 

You can also now edit submiDed ideas (to correct typos, for 
example), and delete challenges (to comply with data reten=on 
periods).  

Choose how soon users are automa=cally logged out aier 
inac=vity, leMng you control the balance of security and easy 
par=cipa=on.
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More control
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